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In recent years a number of writers have called attentionto the relative neglect of composition
instxuction in ESL class-rooms.1 Given the audio-lingual

orientation of most theoristsand policy-makers in the field, such a position is understandable,if not forgivable. Many ESL teachers would like to provide moremeaningful writing instruction, but deem themselves inadequateto the challenge.

Certainly, there has been a paucity of academic guidance,in helping such teachers promote growth in composition. Zamel'points out that research in ESL composition is virtually nonex-istent% Nevertheless, she contends, there is a source of rele-vant information that language educators can turn to--mainstreamresearch in English composition.

The general area of writing research has undergone aminor revolution in the last decade.
Research that focuses ongrammar, syntax, and the other products of the writing episodeis on the wane. Researchers are now looking at what happensduring the writing

episode itself; in other words, attention hasshifted from the writing product to the writing process.3 Taylorhas examined the implications of this new orientation for ESLwriting instruction, and concludes that one variable in thewriting process that deserves the close attention of languageeducators is.the act of revising. Taylor calls for an approach11."
to ESL composition in which students "are ?aught how to write andrewrite, refine and reipst rough ideas and sketchy drafts intopolished essay."- The remainder of this paper examines theprocess of revision and considers Taylor's suggestion in the
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light of recent writing-process research.

REVISION - A'RECURSIVE PROCESS

Most theoretical constructs of the writing process containsome suggestion of "rt-doing" thatoillich has been written.This "re-doing" element is given various labelS by,authorities,including such terms as revising, rewriting,
postwritbing, edit-ing, and reformulating. While there js a consensus that anadequate model of the composing process must contain such anelement, there js a notable lack of agreement as to how thatelement should be defined and described.

Murray,1 for example, defines revision as ". . . whatthe writer does after a draft is completed to understand andcommunicate what has begun to appear on the page." The keyphrase here is "after a draft is completed." This appears toequate revision with rewriting, an equation that some authori-ties, as we shall see, would dispute. Murray does, however,draw an interesting
distinction between what he calls "internal"revision. For Murray; internal revision is ". . . everythingwriters do to discover and develop what they have to say,beginning with the reading of a :ompleted first draft." Ex-ternal revision, on the other hand, involves ". . what writersdo to communicate what they have found they have written toanother audience. It is editing and proof-reading and latchmore."6

,Nold7 seems to have both internal and external elementsin mind in her definition of revision:

Revising . . . is not just correcting the lexi-cographic and syntactic infelicities of writtenprose . . . It also includes (1) changing the
meaning of the text in response to a realiza-
tion that the original intended meaning is
somehow faulty or false or weak . . . , (2)

. adding or substituting meaning to clarify the
originally intended meaning or to follow more,
closely the intended form or genre of the text
. . . , (3) making grammatical sentences morereadable by deleting, reordering and restating
as well as (4) correcting errors of diction,
transcription and syntax that nearly obscure
intended meaning or that are otherwise un-
acceptable in the grapholect.

Perhaps Emig8 comes closest to. providing an operationaldefinition of revision. She prefers to use "ref.ormulation" as
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an umbrella.term for three types of textual change: correcting,

revising, and rewriting. Tor Emig,

. . .
correcting is a small, and usually trivial,

affair that consists of etiminating discrete
'mechanical errors' and infelicities . . . Re-

vising is a larger task involving the reformula-
tion of l.afger segments of discourse and in

more major and organic ways--a shift of -point

of view toward the material in a piece; . . .

Rewriting is the largest of the three, often in-

volving total reformulation of a piece in all
its aspects; or the scrapping of a given piece,
and the writing of a fresh one.

Sommers9 takes issue with those who define revision as a
particular "stage" in the writing process. She contends that

revision is ". . . part of the generative nature of the compos-

ing process .,, . not a stage, but a process that occurs through-

out the writing of a work."

Linear stage models are, according to Sommers, inadequate'

and misleading. ,,She believes It more profitable to think of

writing as ". . . a recursive process; a process characterized

by significant recurring patterns and the repetition of the same

Operations during different cycles. (A cycle is not the same
thing as a stage'since it cannot be defined by a single objective

or process. )fllu

Flower and Ha'yes11 agree with Sommers that the concept of

linear stagc t-. does little to explain actual writing behavior:

Stage models, which take-the final product as
their reference point, are adequate metaphors
for distinguishing the large, abstract "stages"
of a process that might go on for, days or weeks.

But they offer an inaccurate, even misleading
description of the more intimate, moment-by-
moment intellectual process of composing.

MUrray12 catches the flavor of this generative and re-
cursive process in his discussion of how writers move both back-

wards and forwards during the process of interpal revision:

They move from a revision of the entire piece
down to the page, the paragraph, the sentence,
theline, the phrase, the word. And then, be-
cauSe each word may give off an explosion of

meaning, they move out from the word to the
phrase, the-line, the sentence, the paragraph,

the piece. Writers move in close and then move
out to visualize the entire piece. Ag-ain and ,

again and again.
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On this most authorities are in agreement: revision isnot a simple or singular procedure (e.g., proofreading, re-'writing) that must be attended to at a particular point incomposing. It is, rather, a complex set of behaviors that
occur throughout the writing act.

THE CONTENT OF REVISION

What types of changes do writers make when they altertheir texts? An answer to this question may provide tfs withsome important clues regarding the differences between "good"writers and "poor" writers, and may assist Us in identifyingsignificant developmental characteristics among those who arelearning to write.

Sommers13 compared the revisions made by seven experiencedadult writers with thOse made by eight college freshmen. Theexperienced Writers made almost six times as many revisions asthe freshmen. The freshmen saw revision as essentially a "re-wording activity" and expressed an overriding concern forvocabulary usage. The adults, on the other hand, viewed re-vision as a process of structuring and shaping their message.The students made 71% of their changes at the word and phraselevels, and only 23% of their changes at the sentence level.The adults made only 31% of their changes at the word andphrase levelsr but 54% at the sentence level.

Stal,,lard14 fopnd similar differences between the iq'visionoperations of 15 high school seniors who scored high on a stand-ardized writing test and 15 of,their lower-scoring classmates.Students in both groups wrotea*brief essay. on a recent newsevent of their choixe. The "good" writers made 184 changes intheir essays, averaging 12.24 revisions per paper, while thecomparison group made only 64 changes, or 4.26 per paper. Bothgroups made more single-word changes than any other kind, withthe "good" writers making 109 word changes and the others making :35. Perhaps more significant, however, is that the "good"writers made 42 multiple-word changes, while the control groupmade only four.

The results of Stallard's stildy indicate that "good" highschool senior writers revise much like Sommer's college freshmen.Their predominant concern is word choice. They do, however,,showa developmental advancement over less proficient writers intheir attention to multiple-word revision.

What prevents the le-proficient writer from revisin e--yondth-ewoTd lever?--Perl"casts some light on this subject withc



her study of the composing processes of five unskilled community-

, college writers. Noting that less than 11% of their revisions

pertained to matters of content, she postulated that, for these

students, attention to detail interferes with the effective
,communication of a message. "Editing'intrudes so often and to

such a degree that it breaks down the rhythms generated by

thinking and writing. . . . As soon as a few words are written

on the paper, detection and correction of errors replaces

writing and revising .1116

The studies discussed thus Tar have been case studies
involving a small number of subjects and have dealt exclusively

with the composing processes of older adolescents and young

adults. A much larger study, and one that invites some interest-

ing comparisons, is an examination of revisions of a national

sample of nine, thirteen, and seventeen-year-old students con-

'ducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress.17

In this study, approximately 2,500 students at each of these

levels were given an initial writing assignment (to be written

in pencil), and were then allowed additional time to make any

desired changes in pen. They were permitted to make changes in

the first draft and/or rewrite the first draft completely. Most

students attempted some type of-revision (60.2% of the 9-year

olds, 78.1% of the 13-year-olds, and 68.0% of the 17-year-olds).

Of those who revised, more 9-year-olds made mechanical

changes (e.g., spelling, punctuation) than any.other type of

revision; in both of the older age-groups, more students made

stylistic changes (e.g., substitution of a word, phrase, or
sentence) than any other type of revision. This would appear to

verify the expectation that younger pupils have a more super-

ficial view of revision, a belief that is further reinforced by

the fact that cosmetic changes (e.g., appearance, legibility)
steadily decreased through the grades; 20.6% of the 9-year-olds,

14.3% of the 13-year-olds, and 8.0% of the 17-year-olds made

such change's. Conversely, holistic changes (e.g., radical

departure from the original report) increased from 6.0% among

'the youngest students to 12.0% among the oldest students.

While this study points to a general developmental trend

from simple to more complex revision operations, there is some

evidence that many of these operations are amenable to instruc-

tion, even in the early grades. Graves18 has recently completed

a two-year study of children in the first four years of elementary

school which indicates that, with proper instruction, young

children arc quite capable of complex revision and rewriting .

sttategies.
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THE EFFECTS OF REVISION

Bamberg, 19
.examining those elements of high school composi-tion programs that best prepared students for college Englishclasses, stated that "One variable which has consistently pro-duced significant differences

between experimental and controlgroups is KRvision." A review of the studies on which she basesthis claim" indicates that Bamberg is referring specificallyto the rewriting of original drafts b'sed on teacher and/or peerevaluation.

Similarly, Beach2 1 found that high school students whorewrote their themes on the basis of teacher evaluations pro-duced better final drafts than those ho rewrote on the basis ofself-evaluation or no evaluation.

Hansen 22'
conducted an interesti g experiment involvingtwo groups of college freshmen. Both groups used the same classmaterials and received the same instruction, including instruc-tion in revision. Revision was taught ". . . as a process ofediting and improving the,essay's thesis, examples, and para-graph and sentence structure, as well as proofreading for errorsin mechanics, grammar, punctuation, and sentence structure."The experimental group wrote four essays and submitted them forteAcher evaluation. The papers were marked and graded and re-turned to the students for revision and rewriting, includingappropriate changes in content.

The control group wrote the same four essays, but whenthe students received their corrected compositions, they wereinstructed only to ". . .'proofread their papers and makecorrection sheets.(out of class with the aid of a handbook)' oferrors in punctuation,
grammar, sentence structure, andmechanics." They were not asked to revise beyond the sentencelevel, nor to rewrite their essays.

To measure the results of ihis experimentHansen gathereddata from impromptu essays written bf both groups at the begin-ning and end of the term. These compositions were scored byfour trained evaluators usinean eight-category evaluation form.Hansen compared the mean of each group's gains in three categoriest-proofreading skills, editing skills, and total compositionskills. She found no significant
differences between the twogroups in any of these categories.

Both groups, however, madeappreciable gains in all three categories from pre-instructionwritinfg to post-instruction writing. Hansen concludes that "Theact of revising and rewriting does not in itself result in im-proved composition skills. . .."23 She does, however, believethat the discussion of revision techniques, carried in bothgroups, ". . . may very well be the teaching procedure which
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improved the students skills."
24

Hansen's contention that revision,without instruction may

lpor result inan improved product is supported by other studies.

In the National Assessment study discussed above, both the first

.draft and the revised draft produced by 9-year-olds and 13-year

-olds were gil,cn a quality rating from 1 (low) to 4 (high).

Commenting on the degree of change between the first and second

drafts; the authors- concluded that:

FL,- both the 9- and 13-year olds and for

reports in all four categories, approximativ
85% of those who revised wrote end product-that
were categorized the same astheir first drafts
for overall organization. The remainder of the

,-revisions included almost as many decIines as
improvements in overall organization.-5

Perl,
26 in her study of unskilled college writers, found

that ". . . despite the students' considered attempts to proof-

read their work, serious syntactic and stylistic preblems re-

mained in their finished drafts."

It is important to note that both the National Assessment's

and Perl's findings relate to relatively complex revision skills.
The National Assessment report refers to a lack of improvement

in "overall organization," while Perl.notes the persistence of

" *ntactic and stylistic problems" after revision. While none

of t ese studies refen to the relative success of attempted

revi ion of less complex. matters (e.g., spelling, punctuation),

it is likely that students were more successful in performing
low-level revision than they were 4n resolving mor.e difficult.

problems.

INSTRUCTION IN REVISION

17
Murray- claims that ". . .

rewriting'is one of the

writing skills least researched, least examined, least under-

stooa, andusuallyleast taught. The vast majority of stu-

dents. . . get away with first draft copy."

How well does Murray's charge hold up? Square and
.Applebee28 conducted a study of 158 high schools with "strong"

English departments and found that "Only in about 12 percent of

the high schools had students revised their writing completely

in response to teacher 'correction'."29 Hoetker and Brosse1139

asked 1,129 college freshmen how often they had been required

to revise papers in their high school English classes. More

than 75% responded that they were seldom or never asked. to
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revise. Of the minority who did revise regularly, only 42%said that their revisibas were re-evaluated or re-graded.
Similar results were obtainedWrom an informal followup
survey that elicited reports from 125 school ditricts. Ofapproximately 13,000 students, .77% indicated that they wereseldom or never asked to revise. Of those who,did revFse their
drafts, 52% of the students in the eighth grade and about 40%of the students of each higher grade level responded that theirteachers 'lad° "often" or "almost-always" re-evaluated their work:

Emig:52 concluded that the high school seniors in her studydid not voluatarily revise school-sponsored writing. Some equa-ted rewriting with punishment; most believed that teachers weremore interetled in mechanics and grammar than in content.
Scedamalia"' conducted a study in,which eighth graders wereasked to write a report and then revise what they had written.She found that not_only. were the students astonished and upsetbe the assignment, but -the majority were unable to make any. -

changes as long as they still had their first drafts in front ofthem. These writers-viewed their first drafts as t:oncrete
products, ndt as a means of exploring._thought and sketchingideas.

. These studies offer solid confirmation of Murrayes con-tention that revision is one of thejeast taught writing skills.It appears that teachers have a very narrow view of revision-
at best equating it with rewriting a corrected first draft,but more often equating it with the correction of mechanicalerrors. Through their teachers, students learn to conceive ofrevision as an aversive activity, or as Murray.34'says ". . .the price you have to pay if yod don't get it right tlie firsttime."

Graces 35
believes that writing teachers must learn tore'spond to early drafts as ". . . not wrong, only unfinished."

Following his study of writing instruction, Graves offered theseobservations of how revision was handled in schools where "good"
writing was the norm:

. . the teacher's firs; response was to
content,what the child kntw of did not know abOut
the subject. Rewriting came first at the point of
_information, rather than.langqage conventions.
Languagc conventions were deallA with only when
the final draft was reily for an audience.36

in schools such as those that Graves describes, compo&itionis treated as a process--a means to an end, rather than an end initself. Writing-process-research is still in its infancy, btatenough is now known to furnish teachers with useful information
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2-information that can reshape the Writing eurriculum and thus
produce fluent, effective writers.

NEW DIRECTIONS

As a logical outgrowth of the fledgling discipline a .
writing-process research, the serious study of revision is just

beginning. To date, most studie-s have been of a descriptive

nature calling attention to the fadi that "revision" is an um-
brella term, encompassing a number of different behaviors, and
that, far from being a "stage" in the writing process, revision

occurs at many different times and places in writing. Future

research will be 'able to capitaLize on these findings by focus-

. ing on specific types of revision and examininetheir usefulness,
at Various points in the growth of a written product.

The case-study approach has been useful in outlining the

parameters of the writing process and, accordingly, the revising

behaviors of specific types of writers. While all such research
is valuable and welcome, it should be noted that most such
studies have involved either high school seniors or cpllege stu-

dents. More research is needed with younger writers and, of

course, with ESL students of all ages.

Research on tevision has important implications for the

teaching of ESL composition. Taylor's call for "an approach
which places composition revision in a central position"37 needs

to be taken seriously. Students need to learn 'that revision is
a normal and expected part of writing. They need to learn that

.
revision is more than just the correcting of minor errors--that
content is every bit as important as spelling. They also need

to know when to delay their revisions--to keep thelwor&s and
the ideas flowing--to see the first draft as an experimental

draft. Recommendations such as these, though based pn the re-
sults of substantive research, stand in marked opposition to
traditional ESL practice.' If the benefits of such research are

to be realized by those that matter--the students--it is
imperative that educators be made aware of research on revision

and other aspects of the writing process and the implications
these studies have for an improved and effective curriculum.
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CORRECTION

The Editor of the Occasional papers regrets that
in the Fall, 1981 issue the following error was in-
advertently made in printing Doreen Pat Jeske's article,
"Talking onPaper? An Antidote": on pages 84-85, her
correct affiliation following the title, in the biogra-
phical footnote and in the text is ELS Language Center
rather than ESL Language Center.
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